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Wnt/b-catenin signaling induces axial elasticity
patterns of Hydra extracellular matrix

Mariam Veschgini,1 Ryo Suzuki,1,2 Svenja Kling,3 Hendrik O. Petersen,3 Bruno Gideon Bergheim,3

Wasim Abuillan,1 Philipp Linke,1 Stefan Kaufmann,1 Manfred Burghammer,4 Ulrike Engel,3,5 Frank Stein,6

Suat Özbek,3 Thomas W. Holstein,2,3,* and Motomu Tanaka1,2,7,*
SUMMARY

The extracellular matrix (ECM) plays crucial roles in animal development and dis-
eases. Here, we report thatWnt/b-catenin signaling induces the ECM remodeling
during Hydra axis formation. We determined the micro- and nanoscopic arrange-
ment of fibrillar type I collagen along Hydra’s body axis using high-resolution
microscopy and X-ray scattering. Elasticity mapping of the ECM ex vivo revealed
distinctive elasticity patterns along the body axis. A proteomic analysis of the
ECM showed that these elasticity patterns correlate with a gradient-like distribu-
tion of metalloproteases along the body axis. Activation of the Wnt/b-catenin
pathway in wild-type and transgenic animals alters these patterns toward low
ECM elasticity patterns. This suggests a mechanism whereby high protease
activity under control of Wnt/b-catenin signaling causes remodeling and soft-
ening of the ECM. This Wnt-dependent spatiotemporal coordination of biochem-
ical and biomechanical cues in ECM formation was likely a central evolutionary
innovation for animal tissue morphogenesis.
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INTRODUCTION

The extracellular matrix (ECM) regulates the homeostasis of animal tissues, supporting the structural integ-

rity and cell functions.1 ECM remodeling plays vital roles in regulating not only behaviors of single cells2 but

also the morphogenesis of tissues, where it is accompanied by large-scale deformations, such as tissue

invagination during gastrulation or the immigration and convergent extension of cells.3–5 Many diseases

are also characterized by the significant remodeling of ECM, such as the myelofibrosis in bone marrow

causing pancytopenia6 and stiffening of pulmonary ECM in fibrotic lung tissues.7 However, despite accu-

mulating knowledge on participating proteins and key signaling pathways, little is understood how ECM

elasticity correlates with tissue morphogenesis.3 Barriga et al. indented cut pieces of Xenopous laevis’

mesoderm with atomic force microscopy (AFM) and demonstrated by using head mesoderm of different

age as well as hydrogels that the collective migration of neural crest cells during morphogenesis requires

a stiffening of mesoderm.8,9 However, direct elasticity measurements of the ECM as a function of morpho-

genesis have not been reported so far. The use of a model animal with a simpler body design is therefore a

straightforward strategy.

In this paper, we investigated the temporal progression of ECM elasticity during tissue growth in the fresh-

water polypHydra.Hydra is a member of the >600million-years-old phylum Cnidaria and a paradigm for an

almost unlimited growth and regeneration capability. Compared to bilaterian animals, it has a simple, sack-

like body plan with a body wall composed of an ECM, called mesoglea, which separates two cell layers; an

outer ectoderm; and an inner endoderm. Previous accounts showed that the mesoglea plays an important

role in asexual reproduction ofHydra through budding. Mesoglea undergoes dynamic remodeling in order

to support the daughter animal (bud) stemming out of themain body axis of a motherHydra.10–12 This body

axis is an oral-aboral (OA) axis with an oral ‘‘head’’ and an aboral ‘‘foot’’. It is equivalent to the posterior-

anterior axis of bilaterians (for details, see the review by Holstein13).

Intriguingly, the molecular composition of Hydra mesoglea is very similar to that of vertebrate ECM,

containing heparan sulfate, laminin, and fibronectin-like molecules as well as fibrillar (type I and II) and

non-fibrillar (type IV) collagens.12,14–16 Hydra ECM combines two major ECM functions that are separated
iScience 26, 106416, April 21, 2023 ª 2023 The Authors.
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in higher animals, i.e., mechanical integrity guaranteed by collagen fibers in connective tissues and epithe-

lial tissue organization mediated by the basal lamina.15 To accommodate both functions, Hydramesoglea

is supposed to form a tri-laminar structure: two thin sub-epithelial zones based on collagen type IV and lam-

inin sandwich a central fibrous zone, the interstitial matrix consisting of a grid of collagen type I fibrils

(HCol-I).17–19 The dynamic morphological change during growth and patterning is supported by a remod-

eling of ECM collagen fibers.20–22 Immunofluorescence labeling of HCol-I revealed that the mesoglea of an

evaginating bud showed weaker signals compared to the mother polyp, which was attributed to the

thinning of mesoglea in order to accommodate a large number of cells flowing out from the parental

Hydra.23 The thinning of the ECM naturally suggested that rapidly growing buds are softer, but there

has been no quantitative study on how tissue morphogenesis of Hydra correlates with the local structural

orders and elasticity of ECM during patterning and asexual reproduction.

To unravel how the asymmetric stretching along Hydra’s OA axis originates from the hierarchical arrange-

ment of ECM proteins, we investigated the spatial ordering patterns of HCol-I in the mesoglea along

Hydra’s body axis using high-resolution microscopy and autocorrelation analysis. To gain further insight

into the nanometer-scale organization of the mesoglea, we performed grazing-incidence small-angle

X-ray scattering with a nano-focused synchrotron beam (nano-GISAXS).24,25

To extract characteristic spatiotemporal patterns of ECM elasticity during budding and hence the break of

the radial symmetry, we measured the local elasticity of Hydra mesoglea isolated at different time points

along the body axis by atomic force microscopy (AFM) nano-indentation. Different from whole-animal

explants,9 where cut pieces of tissue are always a function of the ECM and the overlying cells, this approach

allows direct characterization of the ECM elasticity. To demonstrate the influence of canonical Wnt

signaling on the spatiotemporal change in ECM elasticity, we performed quantitative proteome analysis

of transgenic Hydra overexpressing Wnt3 as well as wild-type Hydra treated with glycogen synthase kinase

3b (GSK3b) inhibitor (Alsterpaullone). As presented in the following sections, our data suggest that ECM

remodeling is part of the Wnt-regulated patterning process during Hydra axis formation.
RESULTS

Micro- and nanoscopic arrangements of Hydra ECM

First, we performed immunofluorescence confocal microscopy imaging of whole Hydra ECM by staining

isolated mesoglea with HCol-I (Figure 1) and laminin antibodies (Figure S1. Immunofluorescence images

of Hydra ECM ex vivo after de-cellularization, related to Figure 1.). The direct comparison of images taken

in vivo (Figure 1A) and ex vivo (Figure 1B) confirmed that the intact mesoglea was maintained after de-cel-

lularization. Figures 1C, 1E, and 1G represent the confocal images collected from 50 3 50 mm2 areas from

different body regions, suggesting that the bundles of HCol-I take grid-like structures.26 The characteristic

pattern was extracted by an autocorrelation analysis of confocal images (Figures 1D, 1F, and 1H). As

indicated by white broken lines, HCol-I near the hypostome shows a parallel arrangement with a character-

istic spacing of 5 G 1 mm (Figure 1D). Notably the direction of fiber assembly does not seem to correlate

with the OA axis. On the other hand, HCol-I takes distorted rectangular arrangements in the middle region

(Figure 1F) and the region close to the peduncle zone (Figure 1H). The characteristic unit length that slightly

deviates from the OA axis (%10�) was 10 G 2 mm, while the other unit length taking the angle of 100 G 10�

was about one-half, 5G 1 mm. The data indicate that the HCol-I bundles aligned in the direction parallel to

the OA axis are more tightly packed compared to the ones that are assembled almost perpendicular to the

body axis. The anisotropic arrangement of HCol-I bundles observed in these regions seems reasonable

because Hydra undergoes a significant axial stretching and contraction. Currently, we cannot explain

whether the apparent deviation from an ideal rectangle arrangement reflects either original structural

features, such as spiral arrangement, or a mechanical distortion caused by the chemical fixation.

It should be noted that the anisotropic structural patterns of Hydra ECM obtained above are of micro-

meter-scale and hence coincide with the arrangement of HCol-I bundles. To unravel the molecular-level

arrangement of HCol-I parallel and perpendicular to the OA axis, we probed the nanoscale structures of

Hydra ECM by using nano-GISAXS. Figure 2A schematically illustrates the experimental setup and sample

geometry. The isolated Hydramesoglea was deposited on a Si3N4 membrane. A monochromatic, focused

synchrotron X-ray (beam diameter: 200 nm) impinges to the sample at an incident angle ai = 0.46�, which is

beyond the critical angle of total external reflection (ac = 0.14�). Figures 2B and 2C represent nano-GISAXS

patterns of the mesoglea obtained from directions parallel or perpendicular to the body axis, respectively.
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Figure 1. Micrometer-scale orders of Hydra ECM (mesoglea) by autocorrelation analysis of high-resolution

microscopy images

(A and B) Confocal immunofluorescence image of a whole Hydra ECM stained with fibrillar type I collagen (Hcol-I)

antibody in vivo (a) and ex vivo (b).

(C, E, and G) Confocal images collected from 50 3 50 mm2 areas from the regions indicated by red arrows.

(D, F, and H) Autocorrelation maps calculated from the confocal images. OA axis in each image is indicated by a yellow

arrow. The characteristic features extracted from the analysis, such as unit cell length and angles, are indicated in each

panel.
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Several scattering patterns showed that one or more arcs were arranged concentrically around the direct

beam, accompanied by additional satellite peaks positioned on the arcs (Figure 2D). The white grid over-

laid on each pattern represents the reconstructed reciprocal lattice. The obtained lattice patterns clearly

indicate that rod-like objects are aligned parallel to the substrate surface. The real space lattice parameters

(a, b, g) calculated from the GISAXS patterns parallel and perpendicular to the Hydra body axis are

presented in the top and middle panels of Figure 1E, respectively. The lattice parameters of the mesoglea

parallel to the OA axis are a|| = (17.6G 3.6) nm, b|| = (6.7G 0.8) nm, and g|| = (97.1G 2.4)�, implying that the

rods take a distorted hexagonal arrangement. The corresponding data show that the rod-like objects also

take an ordered structure perpendicular to the body axis resulting in a distorted hexagonal lattice with

slightly different units, at = (11.8 G 0.5) nm, bt = (4.3 G 0.4) nm, and gt = (100.3 G 9.3)�.
iScience 26, 106416, April 21, 2023 3



Figure 2. Nanometer-scale arrangement of HCol-I revealed by nano-GISAXS

(A–C) Top left: phase-contrast microscopy image of an isolated mesoglea. Bottom: experimental setup of nano-GISAXS.

Isolated mesoglea was placed on a Si3N4 window and illuminated by a nano-focused X-ray beam (diameter: 200 nm) at a

grazing incidence angle ai = 0.46�. Scattering patterns obtained frommesoglea, whose body axis was positioned parallel

(b) or perpendicular (c) to the beam (see inset yellow arrow). The reciprocal lattice is indicated in white, and the lattice

vectors in red.

(D) Lattice parameters in real space (a, b, g) calculated from the directions parallel (top) and perpendicular (middle) to the

major body axis. For comparison, the lattice parameters from the reference sample (collagen type I from rat tail tendon)27

are presented (bottom).
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We compared these lattice parameters with those of type I collagen from vertebrates (rat tail tendon) taken

from a previous account (a= 4.0 nm, b = 2.3 nm, and g = 105.0�,27 bottom panel of Figure 2D). Similar open-

ing angles (z100�) suggest that the rod-like objects in Hydra mesoglea are fibrillar HCol-I.17,18 Clearly

different lattice parameters between the directions parallel and perpendicular to the OA axis indicate

that the molecular-level arrangement of HCol-I is highly anisotropic. This seems to agree qualitatively

well with the mm-scale arrangement of HCol-I bundles (Figure 1). Although the characteristic length scales

extracted from confocal microscopy and nano-GISAXS differ approximately by three orders of magnitude,

the anisotropically arranged HCol-I fibers and fiber bundles seem to support the large degree of extension

and contraction of Hydra along the body axis. Moreover, the interfibrillar distances between HCol-I are

about 2–4 times longer compared to those in rat tail tendon. This can be attributed to the lower proline

content and lack of lysine crosslinks in HCol-I fibers.18,28 Thus, our data on the hierarchical structural order

ofHydramesoglea indicate that HCol-I plays key roles in supporting the basal elasticity ofHydramesoglea.

This is also supported by our proteomic analysis, demonstrating that HCol-I is one of the highest abundant

proteins in Hydra mesoglea (see below).

Elasticity mapping and classification of mechanical phenotypes

To monitor the change in mesoglea elasticity during asexual budding, we mapped the Young’s modulus of

Hydra mesoglea along the body axis by AFM nano-indentation.29–31 Figure 3A shows a typical force-dis-

tance curve of Hydra mesoglea. Note that the readout from the instrument presented in Y axis is given

in voltage, which is proportional to the force. We fitted the measured data (gray symbols) with the modified

Hertz model32 and calculated the Young’s modulus. Prior to the analysis, we carefully optimized the tip-

sample contact point z0 as the calculated elastic modulus significantly depends on the accuracy of

z0.
33,34 As indicated by arrows in Figure 2A, the contact point candidate was marched over the points

near the onset point to determine the optimal contact point (red). As presented in Figure 3B, we deter-

mined the elastic modulus E by minimizing the mean sum of square residuals (SSR). For each sample, 7–

37 positions were indented. As shown in Figure 3C, the elasticity pattern was extracted by normalizing

each indentation point with the relative position from the foot (i.e., the aboral terminus) (d = 0) to head

with the mouth (i.e., the oral terminus) (d = 1.0) along the body axis. This enables us not only to compare

different mesoglea samples but also to discern three key regions along the body axis: (i) the peduncle
4 iScience 26, 106416, April 21, 2023



Figure 3. Elasticity mapping of Hydra mesoglea by AFM nano-indentation

(A) A typical force (voltage)-distance curve (gray circles) of a mesoglea isolated from a freshly detached Hydra. Three

contact point candidates (indicated by arrows) and the corresponding fits are presented for comparison.

(B) The optimization of the fit by minimizing the mean sum of square residuals (SSR) during the marching of the contact

point candidate. The optimal contact point (red) yields the bulk elastic modulus E = 29.7 kPa.

(C) Phase-contrast microscopy image of a mesoglea isolated from a freshly detachedHydra. The relative position from the

foot (d = 0) to mouth (d = 1.0) along the body axis is used for the normalization of spatial information. Scale bar: 500 mm.

‘‘Elasticity map’’ of Hydra mesoglea along the body axis. Data are presented as means and standard deviations out of 8

independent measurements.
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region at the aboral end (0.0 % d < 0.1), (ii) the budding region in the middle (0.1 % d % 0.3), and (iii) the

upper gastric region at the oral end (0.6 % d % 1.0).

Utilizing the positional segmentation described above, the "elasticity maps" extracted from different

polyps could be classified into three major elasticity patterns (Figure S2. Distribution of Young’s moduli

determined by AFM nano-indentation, related to Figure 4): Type A (Figure 4A) is characterized by uniform

elastic moduli along the entire body column with E z 40 kPa. Type B (Figure 4B) exhibits distinctly higher

elastic moduli in the peduncle and budding regions (E z 120 kPa) compared to the head region (E z

20 kPa). Type C (Figure 4C) looks similar to type B but shows lower elastic moduli in the peduncle region

(E z 50 kPa). The overlay of the three main elasticity patterns is presented in Figure 4D. 97% of the

measured elasticity patterns in mesoglea isolated from Hydra polyps (n = 38) at different time points could

be classified into type A (66%), type B (18%), and type C (13%). Only one sample exhibited a random

pattern, which could be attributed to artifacts from remaining nematocysts.35

Modulation of elasticity patterns

To unravel whether the extracted elasticity patterns correlate with the age or developmental stage of

Hydra, we compared the elasticity patterns of freshly detached polyps (t = 0 days) and polyps at the

ages of t = 2–3 days. The time window of 3 days was chosen in order to focus on the transition from newly

detached buds to budding polyps. Mesoglea from freshly detached polyps (t = 0 days) showed exclusively

type A pattern, i.e., the elasticity of mesoglea was low and uniform along the body axis. At t = 2 days, the

mesoglea started taking type B and type C patterns (z60%), indicating an increase in the Young’s modulus

in the budding region. At t = 3 days, type B and type C were predominant (z80%). Although it is difficult to

identify the very early stage of bud formation, the emergence of type B and type C can be attributed to the

formation of buds. In fact, t = 2–3 days is the typical time window for freshly detached Hydra polyps to start

budding.36 ECMs of fast-growing buds became thinner with time,23 resulting in a homogeneous and low-

elasticity pattern (type A). Our data indicate that the growth process and maturation of freshly detached

buds toward mature, bud-forming polyps are accompanied by the modulation of elasticity patterns in
iScience 26, 106416, April 21, 2023 5



Figure 4. Three representative elasticity phenotypes of Hydra mesoglea (n = 38)

(A) Type A is characterized by a uniform, soft mesoglea.

(B) Type B shows higher elastic moduli in peduncle and budding regions compared to the head region.

(C) Type C looks similar to type B, but the elasticity in the peduncle region is distinctly lower. Data are presented as means

and standard deviations.

(D) Overlay of three representative elasticity patterns.
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Hydra ECM. It seems plausible that the growth of buds from mature Hydra polyps is supported by the new

synthesis of ECM in the budding region, which is characterized by the conversion from type A to type B/C.

Finally, the low elasticity levels in type C at the aboral end likely correlate with the maturation of polyps un-

dergoing dynamic remodeling of the peduncle region.37

The molecular processes that enable the large-scale deformation must include either post-transcriptional

modifications of ECM proteins or changes in expression and composition of ECM proteins (see below).
Elasticity patterns correlate with Wnt/b-catenin signaling

Budding and pattern formation in Hydra are strongly dependent on Wnt signaling.38 Wnt Inhibitors like

Dkk-1/2/4 and the Wnt-specific astacin protease HAS-7 are expressed in a gradient-like pattern along

the OA axis of Hydra and act as antagonists against Wnt ligands.39,40 We therefore analyzed to what extent

the perturbation of the Wnt/b-catenin pathway can modulate the elasticity patterns of Hydra mesoglea.

Polyps were treated with Alsterpaullone (Alp),41 an inhibitor of GSK3b that induces the stable activation

of b-catenin in a position-independent manner.26,42 The treatment of polyps with 5 mM Alp leads to the

formation of ectopic tentacles along the body column after 2–3 d41 Figure 5A shows an optical microscopy

image of an Alp-treated polyp (see STARMethods). Compared to untreated controls, the mesoglea of Alp-

treated polyps exhibited a dramatic decrease in its Young’s moduli along the entire body column to E z

35 kPa (Figure 5B). The uniform distribution of lower E values suggests that the ordering of HCol-I is poorer.

As shown in Figures 5C and 5D, the confocal immunofluorescence of HCol-I and the corresponding auto-

correlation maps of Alp-treated Hydra ECM in the middle region show weak, fragmented patterns only in

the direction parallel to the OA axis.

We also measured the elasticity patterns in mesoglea samples isolated fromHydra vulgaris overexpressing

Wnt3 (HyActP::HyWnt3) or b-catenin (Hyb-catenin::b-catenin-GFP)43–45 (Figure S3. Effect of Wnt/b-catenin

signaling on phenotypes and elasticity patterns, related to Figure 5). In the b-catenin transgenic line, the

phenotype is similar to polyps treated constantly with low-dose Alp showing ectopic tentacles and head

structures,38,44 while Wnt3-overexpressing polyps form well-defined ectopic body axis. Polyps from both

transgenic lines exhibited uniform, low Young’s moduli along the body axis (although the b-catenin

transgenes were more diverging due to a broader diversity of morphological phenotypes).
6 iScience 26, 106416, April 21, 2023



Figure 5. Effect of Wnt/b-catenin activation on elasticity pattern and protein-expression pattern

(A) Light-microscopy image of a polyp continuously treated with GSK3b inhibitor, Alsterpaullone (Alp), at t = 3 days.

(B) Elasticity pattern of mesoglea isolated from Alp-treatedHydra. Data are presented as means and standard deviations.

The elastic moduli were low over the entire body column, which is clearly different from intact mesoglea (Figure 3).

Immunofluorescence image.

(C) and the corresponding autocorrelation map.

(D) of Hydra Hcol-I after Alp treatment exhibiting a much weaker order compared to the control (Figure 1E).

(E) Volcano plot of proteins upregulated in transgenic HyActP:Wnt3 polyps compared to wild-type AEP. The annotations

show a significant enrichment of proteases and fibrillar mesoglea components including Hcol-I in the transgenic line that
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Figure 5. Continued

undergoes constant axis formation. The red dots denote enriched protein hits that are not upregulated in Alp-treated

polyps compared to untreated controls. Table S1. The full list of proteins detected in the respective comparative

analyses of the samples from wild-type AEP vs. HyActinP:HyWnt3 polyps and Alp-treated vs. DMSO-treated control

polyps.

(F) WISH experiment using an LNA probe shows upregulated collar-like expression of HAS-10 in gland cells of the upper

gastric region of Hydra. Scale bar = 100 mm.
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Wnt/b-catenin signaling acts on ECM remodeling

To unravel the molecular-level regulation of mesoglea elasticity during patterning, we performed a quan-

titative proteomic analysis of Hydramesoglea by usingWnt/b-catenin-activated polyps. We compared two

conditions with wild-type polyps: Alp-treated polyps and transgenic polyps overexpressing Wnt3. In

contrast to Alp-treated polyps that transiently form ectopic tentacles, transgenic HyActinP:HyWnt3 Hydra

constantly produces ectopic axes and head structures. We made use of this clear distinction to examine

mesoglea factors that were upregulated in HyActinP:HyWnt3 polyps as compared to Alp-treated polyps.

For this purpose, we performed comparative proteome analyses of mesoglea samples from wild-type

AEP strain vs HyActinP:HyWnt3 polyps and Alp-treated vs DMSO-treated control polyps. The full list of pro-

teins detected in the respective comparative analyses is presented in Table S1 (Table S1. The full list of pro-

teins detected in the respective comparative analyses of the samples from wild-type AEP vs

HyActinP:HyWnt3 polyps and Alp-treated vs DMSO-treated control polyps, related to Figure 5 and

STARMethods). We then selected for annotated protein hits that were exclusively upregulated in the trans-

genic Wnt3-overexpressing line but not in Alp-treated polyps (Figure 5E). Interestingly, this category of

proteins contained several metalloproteases including HAS-10 astacin protease as well as several collagen

molecules including Hcol-I (Figure 5E), indicating that axis formation induced by constant upregulation of

b-catenin involves considerable remodeling and re-synthesis of core ECM factors. In addition, whole-

mount in situ hybridization (WISH) for HAS-10 showed a gradient-like expression pattern peaking below

the tentacle zone (Figure 5F), which seems consistent with the elasticity patterns type B and type C. This

strongly supports our hypothesis that the increase in the Young’s modulus in the budding region of mature

polyps originates from a gradient-like expression of proteases.

These changes in the elasticity patterns of Hydra mesoglea (ECM) during Hydra morphogenesis and their

control byWnt/b-catenin signaling were unexpected. They suggest, however, that tissue elasticity is neces-

sary not only for the biomechanical integrity of the epithelia during growth but also for the more subtle

processes of spatial and temporal integration of biochemical and biophysical signals in tissue

morphogenesis.
DISCUSSION

The ECM in multicellular organisms serves as a cell substrate and as a medium for the transport of extra-

cellular factors required for coordinated growth and patterning. Mounting evidence suggested that the

remodeling of ECM, such as structural arrangement and modulation of ECM elasticity, is one of the prom-

inent features in development and diseases.1,46 In this study, we focused on how the patterns of ECM

elasticity are spatio-temporally modulated in animals undergoing dynamic tissue morphogenesis. As a

model, we have chosen the freshwater polypHydra, which is characterized by an enormous morphogenetic

plasticity and regenerative capacity as well as an exceptional elasticity of its ECM compared to other

animals.47
Biophysics of Hydra ECM reveal basis for its unique elasticity

Our structural analysis of Hydra ECM proteins by high resolution suggested that the micrometer-scale

assemblies of HCol-I are region specific. The autocorrelation analysis of confocal images demonstrated

that HCol-I bundles near the hypostome are aligned parallel, but this direction does not show any corre-

lation with the body axis. On the other hand, the HCol-I bundles in middle and peduncle regions take

distorted rectangular patterns. Intriguingly, in both regions, the characteristic spacing between the

bundles aligned parallel to the OA axis (z5 mm) is about one-half of those aligned almost perpendicular

to the body axis (z10 mm). This explains the fact that the body of Hydra can undergo significant stretching

and contraction in the direction of theOA axis without inflating its cross-sectional area. Moreover, we found

that the mesoglea of an evaginating bud showed no distinct features (Figure S4. Micrometer-scale order of
8 iScience 26, 106416, April 21, 2023
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mesoglea of an evaginating bud, related to Figure 5) like the one from parental Hydra, which shows good

agreement with previous account reporting the thinning of mesoglea during budding.23

In an in-depth analysis, we determined the nanometer-scale arrangement of ECM proteins using nano-GI-

SAXS, which has been used mainly for colloids and polymers.24,25 As nano-GISAXS enables one to collect

the structural information from the beam footprint smaller than a mesoglea, we unraveled that collagen

fibers (Hcol-I) take highly asymmetric, distorted hexagonal lattices. The packing of Hcol-I fibers along

the body axis was found to be less ordered compared to the one perpendicular to the body axis, which

can be attributed to an intrinsic body design of Hydra undergoing significant stretching and contraction

along the oral-aboral axis. It is notable that the unit cell size of Hcol-I fibers is about 2–4 times larger

compared to the standard samples from collagen type I fibers from rat tail tendon.27,48,49 The apparently

different packing of collagen fibers from vertebrates can be attributed to the amino acid composition.

Compared to type I collagen from vertebrates, Hcol-I has a lower proline content and lacks typical

lysine-crosslinking sites.18 Moreover, an altered post-translational processing leads to the retention of

the N-terminal pro-peptide-like domains,18 resulting in weaker interfibrillar interactions between Hcol-I.

It is remarkable that the collagen of Hydra ECM actually shares common structural features with Ehlers-

Danlos syndrome characterized by the hypermobility of joints (which is claimed as the reason for extraor-

dinary performance of Niccolo Paganini).50,51

Our data can explain the high tensile strength and mechanics of fibrillar collagens51 reported before for

Hydra.21 Accordingly, HCol-I enabled Hydra mesoglea to be stretched even up to 7–8 times its length

and twice its width, and it recovers the normal shape upon releasing the stress. Our proteome data showed

that HCol-I contributes to a proportion of 6.1% of the total protein amount (Figure S5. Cumulative protein

abundance vs. protein rank, related to Figure 5) and is among the ten highest abundant proteins (rank 5) of

the mesoglea in steady-state AEP polyps (Table S2. Annotated list of the ten highest abundant proteins

based on the Tandem Mass Tag (TMT) reporter ion signals of the AEP mesoglea samples, related to Fig-

ure 5.), which underscores its relevance for the mesoglea structure. Aufschnaiter et al. showed that Hydra

mesoglea is continuously remodeled and moves toward both ends of the body column.23 This displace-

ment occurs largely in continuity with the epithelial cells that are secreting the ECM and is in accord

with previous cell-labeling data from Campbell.37,52
Axial elasticity patterns of Hydra ECM are modulated by Wnt/b-catenin-mediated

metalloprotease activity

We identified significant changes of ECM elasticity along the OA body axis. In the budding region, the

parental mesoglea gets recruited and stretched by the evaginating bud without biosynthesis of new colla-

gens at the early stages.23 This suggests significant changes in the ECM elasticity in emerging buds.

However, the cellular mechanisms of ECM remodeling and how ECM remodeling affects the biophysical

properties of the ECM in space and in time during major morphological changes have so far remained

unknown. By quantitative comparison of the elasticity patterns of mesoglea samples isolated from the

synchronized culture by AFM nano-indentation, we unraveled the emergence of three characteristic

‘‘mechanical phenotypes’’ of Hydra mesoglea during tissue morphogenesis. After detachment from the

parental polyp, the elastic moduli of the mesoglea from young polyps were low and uniform over the

body axis (type A). The elasticity patterns of the mesoglea changed over 2–3 days, showing an increase

in elastic moduli in a gradient-like fashion with a maximum in the budding region (types B/C) (Figure 4).

This emergence of elasticity gradients from an initially uniform elasticity distribution over time seems plau-

sible from the viewpoint of mechanics because the mature ECM of the budding region must mechanically

support a rapidly growing bud possessing high local curvatures. On the other hand, from the viewpoint of

protein biochemistry, the emergence of elasticity gradient clearly indicates either post-transcriptional

modifications or changes in expression and composition of ECM proteins. As shown in Figure 5E, our

proteomic data indicated distinct upregulations of several collagen molecules including HCol-I in Wnt3-

overexpressing Hydra polyps. Notably, the proportion of HCol-I in Wnt3-overexpressing polyps was

7.4%, which is distinctly higher than that in wild-type polyps (6.1%) (Figure S5). On the other hand, several

metalloproteases, such as HAS-10, also showed distinct upregulations inWnt3-overexpressing polyps (Fig-

ure 5E). These data indicate that the axis formation induced by the constant activation of Wnt/b-catenin

signaling involves both re-synthesis of core ECM factors and considerable remodeling by proteases. In

contrast, Alp-treated polyps, in which Wnt/b-catenin signaling is upregulated only transiently, only

produce ectopic tentacles but no ectopic body axis (Figure 5).
iScience 26, 106416, April 21, 2023 9



Figure 6. Spatiotemporal patterns of ECM elasticity and protease expression

(A) Freshly detached Hydra (t = 0 days) possesses uniform, soft mesoglea (type A), associated with uniformly high

protease expression level.

(B) According to aging (t = 3 days), the downregulation in the budding region leads to the elevation of elastic moduli,

resulting in type B/C patterns.
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The proteome data of Alp-treated polyps showed an enrichment of basal lamina factors, such as laminin

b subunit, but no distinct upregulation of metalloproteases was found as in Wnt3-overexpressing polyps

(Table S1), although AFMmeasurements indicate a softening of themesoglea in Alp-treated polyps (Figure 5B).

This is most likely due to the transient induction of Wnt/b-catenin signaling and subsequent mesoglea turnover,

which is difficult to detect by proteome analysis at a single time point after treatment (4 days).

When we silenced HAS-10 expression by small interfering RNA (siRNA) electroporation, the ectopic

tentacle formation (Table S3. Fraction of polyps with ectopic tentacles and the average number of ectopic

tentacles in siHAS-10 and siGFP control polyps after Alp treatment, related to Figure 5) and the number of

buds (Table S4. Number of buds in siHAS-10 and siGFP control animals, related to Figure 5) in Alp-treated

polyps were only slightly affected, indicating redundant protease activity induced by Wnt/b-catenin and a

compensation by other proteases after HAS10 knockdown. In fact, several astacin proteases were recently

shown to be distinctly downregulated in the lower gastric region of polyps, while the expression levels re-

mained high in the upper gastric region.45 The softening of ECM in the peduncle region (type C pattern)

can be explained by an upregulation of metalloprotease near the foot or bud.10 This suggests that the

modulation of elasticity patterns is induced by the combination of upregulation of fibrillar collagen and

gradient-like expression of proteases.

It has been established that Wnt/b-catenin signaling plays central roles in axis formation of Hydra.13 Other

studies have also suggested that Wnt signaling induces the upregulation of metalloproteases in various devel-

opmental processes,53–57 e.g., in embryonic neuronal stem cells,58 in humanmesenchymal stem cells, but also in

themigrationof single T cells54 or in the collectivemigrationof epithelial cells duringwould healing.53 Therefore,

we investigated whether the perturbation on Wnt/b-catenin pathway could influence the elasticity patterns in

Hydra mesoglea by (a) treating wild-type polyps with Alp (Figure 5) and (b) using b-catenin- and Wnt3-overex-

pressingHydrapolyps (Figure S3). Alp is an inhibitor of GSKb3, activatingb-catenin all over the body column.40,41

Both Alp-treated and b-catenin-overexpressing Hydra polyps exhibited significantly low elastic moduli all over

the body column at t = 3 days. This is clearly different from the intact, wildt-ype Hydra exhibiting high elastic

moduli in the budding region (type B/C). These results indicate that the modulation of elasticity patterns in

mesoglea is tightly controlled by canonical Wnt signaling.

The next question one can address is whether the ECM stiffening coincides with the formation of highly

curved structures, such as buds and tentacles. Several in vitro studies suggested that the collective cell

migration, such as wound healing, is faster on stiffer substrates.59,60 In case of budding Hydra polyps,

the movement of cells into buds during the early budding stage is coupled to that of mesoglea, which is

distinctly different from the normal migration caused by cell growth.23 As presented in Figure S6 (Figure S6.

Distribution of LifeAct GFP signals along the body axis of LifeAct ecto Hydra at t = 0 h, related to Figure 6),

the stiffening of ECM is reflected by the increase in the actin filaments in the budding region. It is notable

that such an unusual movement was also observed in tentacle-forming tissues.23 Thus, one could hypoth-

esize that bud and tentacle forming tissues might exhibit a similar elasticity level, if the increased Young’s

modulus of themesoglea simply reflects the biomechanical constraints to support the evagination of highly

curved structures. However, our Wnt perturbation results implied the opposite. The continuous activation

of the Wnt pathway resulted in uniformly soft ECM along the entire body column (Figure S3), suggesting a
10 iScience 26, 106416, April 21, 2023
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high level of protease activity (Figure 6) as previously shown for HAS-7 in Wnt3-overexpressing Hydras.45

Thus, we concluded that there is no direct correlation between the ECM stiffening and evagination of high-

ly curved tissues.

It is notable that the basementmembrane factors like laminin were upregulated in themesogleas of Alp-treated

polyps (Table S1). This suggests that the formation of basement membrane precedes the synthesis of fibrillar

ECM during head regeneration, as suggested previously.12We therefore presume that bud and tentacle forma-

tion reflects the early phase of regeneration in which epithelial cells re-align on the newly forming basement

membrane. On the other hand, the synthesis of fibrillar ECMcomponents in general is part of the late patterning

phase triggered by b-catenin, as shown by the combined transcriptome and proteome analyses.47

Outlook: ECM elasticity and Hydra stem cells

Intriguingly, the gastric region, which is also characterized as the region where interstitial and epithelial

stem cells show high activity and proliferation capacity, turns out to exhibit a highly dynamic landscape

in terms of the biophysical properties of its ECM. Regions with lower or medium Young’s moduli (i.e.,

the upper gastric region and the growing bud) are those regions that have a continuous and high prolifer-

ative capacity.61 Currently, it is unclear whether these dynamic changes in ECM elasticity are also coupled

to the stem cell functions of interstitial stem cells located in the upper and lower gastric region.62,63 Further

in vitro studies using substrates with tunable elasticity,64,65 in vivo modulation of ECM elasticity,9 and a

genome-wide RNA tomography66 along theOA axis ofHydrawould help us unravel if the elasticity patterns

in ECM are coupled to stem cell activities.

Limitations of the study

This study addresses the biophysical properties of isolated ECM/Mesoglea. Critical validation of these ex vivo

data by in vivo data is obviously desirable but not experimentally possible. To test the extent to which the integ-

rity of the ECM ex vivo corresponds to the in vivo situation, we performed a direct comparison of the distribution

patternsof relevantECMproteinby immunofluorescence for collagen (Figures1Aand1B) and laminin (Figure S1)

under in vivo and ex vivo conditions. Both HCol-I and laminin show a completely intact mesoglea before and

after de-cellularization. More detailed mapping with nano-GISAXS and spatial proteomics may yield further in-

sights into the spatial variation of nanoscopic structural orders and protein-expression patterns along the body

axis at higher resolution67 but would not yield further information for the principal statement of this work, the

relationship of Wnt signaling and the biophysical properties of the ECM.

Our proteomic data show a clear correlation between the gradient of metalloproteases with highest

concentration at the oral end (such as HAS-10) and the activation of metalloproteases by the Wnt signaling

pathway (Figure 5E and Table S1). Along with this, collagen formation is also activated (like Hcol-I). This

suggests that axis formation is accompanied by substantial remodeling and re-synthesis of key ECM

factors. At present, it remains open how the remodeling of mesoglea occurs in detail and which mettalo-

proteases other than HAS-10 are involved. In any case, Wnt-mediated activation of metalloproteases leads

to a dramatic decrease in ECM elasticity. It is therefore possible that the remodeling process involves not

one metalloprotease but a "cocktail" of different metalloproteases. The use of broad metalloprotease

inhibitors such as batimastat leads to corresponding pleiotropic and toxic effects. Further work is therefore

needed to elucidate the specificity of the metalloproteases and their targets, which may explain the

dramatic change in the biophysical properties of the ECM along the OA axis in Hydra and other Cnidaria.
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STAR+METHODS

KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

mAb52 raised against Hydra laminin Xiaoming Zhang Lab, University

of Kansas Medical Center

N/A

mAb39 raised against HCol-I Xiaoming Zhang Lab, University

of Kansas Medical Center

N/A

Goat anti-Mouse IgG (H+L) Cross-

Adsorbed Secondary Antibody,

Alexa Fluor� 488

Thermo-Fisher Cat# A-11001, RRID: AB_2534069

Alkaline phosphatase (AP)-conjugated

anti-DIG antibody

Roche Cat# 11093274910, RRID: AB_514497

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Alsterpaullone Sigma-Aldrich Cat# A4847

Blocking Reagent Roche Cat# 11096176001

Bovine serum albumin Sigma-Aldrich Cat# A-9647

CaCl2 Carl Roth Cat# 5239.1

CHAPS Sigma-Aldrich Cat# C3023

cOmplete� ULTRA Tablets, Mini, EASYpack

Protease Inhibitor Cocktail

Roche Cat# 05892970001

D-(+)-Glucose Sigma-Aldrich Cat# G8270

Denhardt0s Solution Sigma-Aldrich Cat# D2532

Dimethyl sulfoxide Sigma-Aldrich Cat# D8418

Ficoll� Paque Plus Sigma-Aldrich Cat# GE17-1440-02

Gelatin Dr. Oetker GmbH N/A

Glutaraldehyde Sigma-Aldrich Cat# G5882

Glycerol VWR Chemicals Cat# ACRO259772500

Heparin sodium salt from porcine

intestinal mucosa

Sigma-Aldrich Cat# H3149

Kanamycin Sigma-Aldrich Cat# K0254

KCl Sigma-Aldrich Cat# P9541

MgSO4 Sigma-Aldrich Cat# M7506

Mowiol Sigma-Aldrich N/A

N-Laurylsarcosine Sigma-Aldrich Cat# 61739

NaCl neoFroxx GmbH N/A

NBT-BCIP� solution Roche Cat# 72091

Paraformaldehyde Carl Roth N/A

Polyvinylpyrrolidone Sigma-Aldrich Cat# PVP40

Rifampicin Sigma-Aldrich Cat# R3501

RNA from yeast Roche Cat# 10109223001

Sodium citrate Sigma-Aldrich Cat# 1613859

Sodium pyruvate Sigma-Aldrich Cat# P2256

Streptomycin Sigma-Aldrich Cat# 85886

Sucrose Sigma-Aldrich Cat# 1.07653

TES Carl Roth Cat# 9137.1

(Continued on next page)
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Triethanolamine Sigma-Aldrich Cat# T58300

Tween�-20 Sigma-Aldrich Cat# 8.17072

Critical commercial assays

Plasmid Mini Kit QIAGEN Cat# 12123

Plasmid Midi Kit QIAGEN Cat# 12143

Deposited data

Proteomics data at PRIDE https://www.ebi.ac.uk/pride/ PRIDE: PXD039846

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

Hydra vulgaris AEP Thomas Bosch lab, University

of Kiel, Germany

N/A

Hydra vulgaris overexpressing Wnt3

(HyActP::HyWnt3)

Holstein Lab N/A

Hydra vulgaris AEP Act::GFPectoderm/

Act::RFPendoderm

Dr. Robert Steele, University

of Caifornia, Irvine

N/A

Hydra vulgaris overexpressing b-catenin

(Hyb-catenin::b-catenin-GFP)

Holstein Lab N/A

Artemia salina nauplii Tropic Marine N/A

Oligonucleotides

LNA digoxygenin-labeled RNA probe to

the antisense strand of the HAS-10 cDNA:

TACTGTACCAAGTCGCAAGCAA

Qiagen, Hilden, Germany N/A

siRNA targeting sequences: HAS-10:

1. AAACACACAAATTGTATTAAA

2. AATACGTCATTGTTCCAGGAT

3: AATCATCACTCTAAACAAAGA

Sigma-Aldrich N/A

siRNA targeting sequence: GFP:

AAGGUGAUGCAACAUACGGAA

Sigma-Aldrich N/A

Software and algorithms

Image J version 2.1.0/1.53c Open-source image

processing software

https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/

RRID:SCR_003070

Bio-formats plugin (FIJI) Opensource RRID:SCR_000450

MATLAB Mathworks, MA, USA N/A

NIS elements Imagine software Nikon Instruments Inc. https://www.microscope.healthcare.nikon.com/

products/software/nis-elements

Photoshop CS6 23.5.0 Adobe https://www.adobe.com

Adobe Illustrator 26.5 Adobe https://www.adobe.com

Microsoft Word version 16.64 Microsoft https://www.microsoft.com/

Microsoft excel version 16.63.1 Microsoft RRID:SCR_016137;

https://www.microsoft.com/

Prism 9 Graphpad https://www.graphstats.net/

Other

Siliconnitride widow with Si frame for nano-GISAXS SPI Supplies, West Chester, US Cat# 4129SN-BA

AFM tip for indentation Bruker, Karlsruhe, Germany MLCT

Pasteur capillary pipettes neoLab Migge N/A

KL1500 HAL Light source for stereo microscopy Schott AG N/A

Microscope slide 76x26 mm neoLab Migge N/A

(Continued on next page)
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Cover slips 24x32 mm Paul Marienfeld N/A

Nikon A1R Confocal Laser Scanning Microscope Nikon A1R Confocal Laser

Scanning Microscope

RRID:SCR_020317

Nikon Eclipse 80i microscope Nikon Eclipse 80i Advanced

Research Microscope

RRID:SCR_015572

Gene Pulser� Cuvette, 0.4 cm electrode gap Bio-Rad Cat# 1652088

GenePulser XcellTM Bio-Rad Cat# 1652660
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead con-

tact, Motomu Tanaka (tanaka@uni-heidelberg.de).
Materials availability

Further information and requests for reagents and materials should be directed to and will be fulfilled by

the lead contact, Motomu Tanaka (tanaka@uni-heidelberg.de).

Data and code availability

d The mass spectrometry proteomics data have been deposited to the ProteomeXchange Consortium via

the PRIDE partner repository,68 and accession number is listed in the key resources table.

d This paper does not report original code.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the

lead contact upon request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Animal studies

Polyps of the Hydra vulgaris AEP strain69,70 and transgenic lines43 were cultured in modified Hydra me-

dium71 (1.0 mM CaCl2, 1.0 mM Tris-HCl, 1.0 mM NaHCO3, 0.1 mM KCl, 0.1 mM MgCl2, pH = 7.4) and

kept at (18 G 0.5)�C. Before mesoglea isolation, the culture was synchronized. Polyps were fed daily

with Artemia and cleaned a few hours after feeding. The details of strains used in this study are listed in

the key resources table.
METHOD DETAILS

Culture synchronization

Hydras with buds at different developmental stages were collected from a culturing box, which was fed for

at least 2–3 weeks on a daily base and transferred to 24-well-plates (1 Hydra/ well). The detachment of new

buds from collected Hydra polyps was checked twice a day. To obtain a synchronized culture the freshly

detached buds were collected and transferred to new 24-well-plates (1Hydra/ well). The day of detachment

was defined as t = 0 d.
Isolation of mesoglea

Hydra polyps were starved for 1 d and transferred to a 2 ml test tube withHydramedium (1Hydra per tube).

Hydramediumwas replaced by 1.5 ml of a 0.5% w/v solution of N-lauroylsarcosine sodium salt in water. The

sample was then immersed in liquid nitrogen for 10 min. Frozen polyp samples were either used directly or

stored at � 80�C. To extract the mesoglea, polyps were transferred to distilled water after thawing and

forced through a Pasteur pipette 20 to 40 times. The washing water was exchanged 3 times. Subsequently,

the isolated mesoglea was transported to a dry Petri dish with a drop of water and allowed to dry overnight

at room temperature. Large numbers of mesogleas were isolated by a modification of the method used by

Shostak et al.72 In order to inhibit proteolytic degradation during isolation, Protease inhibitor cocktail
18 iScience 26, 106416, April 21, 2023
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tablets (cOpmlete Ultra tablets, mini, EASYpack, Roche, Switzerland) were used according to the proced-

ure protocol provided by the supplier. Pellets of 90–150 frozen Hydra animals were transferred to protease

inhibitor cocktail and allowed to thaw at room temperature. After thawing, Hydra animals were transferred

to a glass test tube with 3–4 mL protease inhibitor cocktail, and cells were removed by successive pipetting

using a Pasteur pipette. Subsequently 1–2 ml of 80% sucrose solution were gently injected below the

suspension to prevent the mesogleas from sticking to the glass bottom. The mixture was then centrifuged

at 4�C and 300 g for 5 min using a swing-out bucket rotor. After centrifugation mesogleas were collected

from the sucrose-water interface. The procedure was repeated 7–10 times.
Immunofluorescence imaging

Isolated mesogleas were mounted on gelatine-coated slides (5% gelatine in H2O) by letting the mesoglea

sink and stick onto the gelatine/coated glass. After washing, the immunofluorescence staining was

conducted by incubating the samples with monoclonal HCol-I (mAb39) at 1:500 or laminin (mAb52)

antibody at 1:100 for 60 min at room temperature or overnight at 4�C.17 Samples were washed twice for

15 min in PBS-T, and then incubated with a fluorophore-conjugated secondary antibody (Alexa 488 anti

mouse (Thermo Fisher Inc., Karlsruhe, Germany). After additional 3 washes in PBS-T, the PBS-T was

removed and replaced with 50 vol% glycerol (VWR Chemicals, Darmstadt, Germany) in PBS and the slides

were sealed with a coverslip and nail polish. Images were acquired with a Nikon A1 confocal microscope

(Nikon Europe, Düsseldorf, Germany). For close-up images a Nikon 603 water objective was used. Images

were analyzed using the NIS Elements software. All images were analyzed using Fiji software,73 merging

hyperstacks onto one plane.
Nano-GISAXS experiments

Nano-GISAXS experiments were performed at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) beam-

line ID13 (Grenoble, France). Mesoglea samples were prepared 2–3 d before experiments and deposited

on a 100 nm-thick Si3N4 window surrounded by a Si frame (SPI Supplies PA, US). Experiments were

performed on dehydrated samples and at T = 20�C and ambient pressure. Mesoglea samples were probed

with nano-focused beam (diameter: 200 nm) with a wavelength of 0.81 Å (15.3 keV) and at an incident angle

of 0.46�. Data was collected with a 2D detector (Maxipix, ESRF, France).74 Silver behenate (C21H43COOAg)

was used for calibration.
Nano-GISAXS data analysis

After background subtraction and deadtime correction satellite peak positions were determined using 2D-

gaussian fit. The error was estimated by the half width at half maximum. The angle was determined from the

dot product of reciprocal space vectors according to

cos g� =
a�
!
$ b��!

ja�!j
��� b��!��� (Equation 1)

where a* and b* represent the reciprocal lattice vectors with an angle of g*. The angle in real space, g, was

calculated as

g = p � g� (Equation 2)

The real lattice vectors were determined using a!$a�
!

= 2p and b
!
$ b��!

= 2p.
Nano-indentation experiments

Nano-indentation was performed utilizing a JPK-NanoWizard3 atomic force microscope (JPK, Berlin,

Germany) mounted on a Zeiss Axiovert 200 microscope (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). Silicon nitride

Cantilevers with a nominal spring constant of 10 mN/m and tip-radius of 20 nm were used (MLCT-

Probes, Bruker, Karlsruhe, Germany). Indentation experiments were carried out in 150mMNaCl. The spring

constant of each cantilever was determined prior to measurements using the thermal noise method. A total

number of n = 38 Hydra polyps out of a daily fed synchronized culture were examined. Hydra samples were

between 0 and 10 d old and bore no more than 3 buds. Depending on the size, each mesoglea was

indented at 7–37 different positions along the body column. Mesoglea was indented with a speed of 2–

6 mm/s and up to a cantilever deflection of 0.8 V relative to the baseline. At each position along the Hydra

body axis 4 points with a distance of 5 mm were indented. Each spot was indented two times. Subsequent
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measurements at the same spot with a standard deviation larger than 10% were discarded. Local elastic

moduli at each position onmesoglea were determined by averaging over the 8 measurements. Data points

with standard deviation larger than 40% were discarded. The relative measurement position was deter-

mined using ImageJ.75

Sample preparation for mass spectroscopy

Isolated mesogleas (n R 20) from AEP, ActP:Wnt3a, Alp-treated AEP (4 days after treatment) and DMSO-

treated AEP hydras (4 days after treatment) were purified for protein content by trichloroacetic acid (TCA)

precipitation. For SP3 and TMT labelling, TCA pellets were mixed with 50 ml of 1% SDS (in 50 mM HEPES,

pH 8.5), vortexed and sonicated for 5 min. Reduction and alkylation was performed as described before.76

Samples were further prepared using the SP3 protocol.77 Trypsin (sequencing grade, Promega) was added

to the samples in an enzyme to protein ratio 1:50 and digested overnight at 37�C. Then, peptide recovery

was performed in HEPES buffer. The supernatant was collected on a magnet and combined with the sec-

ond elution wash of beads with HEPES buffer. The samples were then labeled with TMT6plex Isobaric Label

Reagent (ThermoFisher) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, 42 ml acetonitrile (100%) were

added to 0.8 mg reagent and dissolved, then 4 ml of stock was added and incubated for 1 h at RT, followed

by quenching the reaction with 5% hydroxylamine for 15 min at RT. Samples were pooled for the

TMT10plex. An OASIS� HLB mElution Plate (Waters) was used for further sample purification. The offline

high pH reverse phase fractionation was performed on an Agilent 1200 Infinity high-performance liquid

chromatography system with a Gemini C18 column (3 mm, 110 Å, 100 3 1.0 mm, Phenomenex).76

Mass spectrometry

Proteome samples were prepared and analyzed as described in Supporting Information. For the transgenic

and experimentally treated Hydra vulgaris (AEP strain), extracted mesoglea of polyps was isolated,

proteins were prepared for the SP3 and TMT labelling approach.77,78 Peptides were analyzed on an

UltiMate 3000 RSLC nano LC system (Dionex) and QExactive plus (Thermo) mass spectrometer. All anno-

tated protein identifiers were aligned with known Hydra vulgaris proteins (H. magnipapillata 105 strain).

siRNA electroporation

siRNA electroporation was performed as described previously.45 An equimolar mixture of three HAS-10

siRNAs combined with siGFP (3 mM in total) was used for the knockdown of the target mRNA, while

3 mM siGFP was used as the control. The movement of electroporated polyps was minimized during daily

feeding andmedium changes. The treatment with a low-dose Alp was performed 7 d after electroporation.

The fraction of animals showing ectopic tentacles as well as the number of ectopic tentacles of each polyp

were counted 4 d after the Alp treatment, and the number of were counted 13 d after electroporation. The

used siRNA sequences are as follows. HAS-10 siRNA 1: AAACACACAAATTGTATTAAA; HAS-10 siRNA 2:

AATACGTCATTGTTCCAGGAT; HAS-10 siRNA 3: AATCATCACTCTAAACAAAGA; siGFP: AAGGUGAUG

CAACAUACGGAA.

In situ hybridization

A customized LNA digoxygenin-labeled RNA probe was designed and produced by Qiagen correspond-

ing to the antisense strand of theHAS-10 cDNA (TACTGTACCAAGTCGCAAGCAA). The whole-mount ISH

procedure was performed as described previously in Ziegler et al.45 Samples were finally mounted in PBS

containing 90% glycerol, or in Mowiol 4–88 (Carl Roth), and images were acquired with a Nikon Digital Sight

DS-U1 camera mounted on Nikon Eclipse 80i and imaging software NIS Elements (3.10, SP3, Hotfix,

Build645). Further image processing was performed with Adobe Photoshop CS6 and Fiji.73

Alsterpaullone treatment

Freshly detached buds collected from a synchronized culture were incubated in a 5 mM solution of alster-

paullone (Sigma-Aldrich, United States) in 0.025% dimethyl sulfoxide (Sigma-Aldrich, United States) in

Hydra medium for 1 d. Subsequently, polyps were washed several times with Hydra medium and cultured

for up to 4 d.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Autocorrelation analysis

For an image I of size m 3 n, autocorrelation G can be calculated as
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Gða;bÞ =
Xm
x

Xn

y

iðx; yÞ � iðx � a; y � bÞ; (Equation 3)

where i(x,y) is the image intensity at position (x,y), and a and b represent the distance (or lag) from the cor-

responding x and y position. From a practical viewpoint, calculating the autocorrelation using Equation 3 is

computationally intensive. Hence, autocorrelation of an image was extracted via fast Fourier transforms us-

ing the Weiner-Khinchin theorem as

Gða;bÞ = F� 1
n
jFðIÞj2

o
; (Equation 4)

where F and F� 1 are the fast Fourier transform and inverse fast Fourier transform, respectively. The auto-

correlation analysis was performed with MATLAB (MathWorks, MA, US) using a self-written algorithm.
Nano-indentation analysis

The bulk elastic modulus E was calculated with the modified Hertz model32:

ðz � z0Þ = ðd � d0Þ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ð1 � n2Þkðd � d0Þ

1:4906 E tan 4

s
(Equation 5)

z is position of the tip, d cantilever deflection. z0 and d0 are the values corresponding to the first tip-sample

contact. n is Poisson’s ratio (0.5), k the spring constant of the cantilever, and 4 the half-opening angle of the

AFM tip. To determine the elastic modulus, we have the contact point candidates ‘‘march’’ and applied the

algorithm by Lin et al.34 and Dimitriadis et al.33 The minimization of mean sum of square residuals (SSR)

yielded the best-fit result (Figure 3). To avoid the thickness-dependent mis-estimation of the Young’s

modulus,79 the fitting range was kept within 10% of the total thickness of the mesoglea (Figure S7. Thick-

ness of isolated Hydramesoglea determined from confocal images, related to Figure 3.). Data in the figures

are presented as means and standard deviations.

The onset point of each force curve was chosen as the center of the marching range. This point was deter-

mined roughly by fitting linear functions to the outermost parts of the noncontact and contact region of a

force curve given by following relations, respectively:

rnoncontact =

�
ðz;dÞ ˛ data

����ðzmin + zmaxÞ
2

< z

�
(Equation 6)
rcontact =

�
ðz;dÞ ˛ data

����ðdmin +dmaxÞ
2

< d

�
(Equation 7)

where z and d corresponds to the piezo and deflection of a datapoint, zmax and zmin corresponds to the

maximum andminimumpiezopositions and dmax and dmin represent themaximum andminimum cantilever

deflection in the dataset. Subsequently, the data point nearest to the intersection of the two fitted lines was

defined as the center of marching range (zc, dc). All datapoint within a specific radius R from the inflection

point were assigned to the marching range.

smarching =

�
ðz;dÞ ˛ data

����
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðz � zcÞ2 + ðd � dcÞ2

q
% R

�
(Equation 8)

The radius was adjusted according to the force curves so that the points at the beginning and end of the

marching range were definitly far from the transition from contact to non-contact region.
Elasticity pattern classification

Average elastic moduli of upper gastric region (0.6 % d% 1.0), and peduncle (0.0% d < 0.1) were normal-

ized by the elastic modulus of the budding region (0.1 % d % 0.3). The distribution of Egastric/Ebudding and

Epeduncle/Ebudding are shown in Figure S2. Each histogram could be fitted with a sum of two Gaussians. In

case of Egastric/Ebudding the two Gaussians intersected at Egastric/Ebudding = 0.71 (Figure S2A). This value

was taken as the threshold to discrimination between Type A and Type B/C: elasticity maps with Egastric/

Ebudding R 0.71 were considered as uniformly elastic, i.e. type A patterns. The remaining patterns were

compared with regard to the elasticity of peduncle relative to budding region, i.e., Epeduncle/Ebudding. In

this case the intersection point of the fitted Gaussians found at Epeduncle/Ebudding = 0.85 (Figure S2B)
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served as a criterion for discrimination between pattern B, with Epeduncle/EbuddingR 0.85, and pattern Cwith

Epeduncle/Ebudding < 0.85.
Mass spectroscopy data analysis

For LC-MS/MS, Liquid Chromatography (LC) was performed on an UltiMate 3000 RSLC nano LC system (Di-

onex) fitted with a trapping cartridge (m-Precolumn C18 PepMap 100, 5 mm, 300 mm i.d. x 5 mm, 100 Å) and

an analytical column (nanoEase� M/Z HSS T3 column 75 mm 3 250 mm C18, 1.8 mm, 100 Å, Waters). For

trapping, a constant flow of 0.05% trifluoroacetic acid at 30 mL/min onto the trapping column for 6 min

was used. Peptide elution was carried out on an analytical column with a constant flow of solvent A

(0.1% formic acid in water) at 0.3 mL/min, and an increasing percentage of solvent B (0.1% formic acid in

acetonitrile) from 2% to 4% in 4 min, from 4% to 8% in 2 min, then 8%–28% for a further 66 min, and finally

from 28% to 40% in another 10 min. The outlet of the 33 analytical column was coupled directly to a QEx-

active plus (Thermo) mass spectrometer using the proxeon nanoflow source in positive ion mode. The

peptides were added to the QExactive plus via a Pico-Tip Emitter 360 mm OD x 20 mm ID; 10 mm tip

(New Objective) with a spray voltage of 2.2 kV. Full mass scan was acquired with mass range 375–1200

m/z in profilemode with a resolution of 70000, a capillary temperature of 275�C and a filling time ofmaximal

100 ms with a limitation of 3x106 ions. Data dependent acquisition (DDA) was carried out with the resolu-

tion of the Orbitrap set to 17500, with a fill time of 50 ms and a limitation of 2x105 ions. A normalized

collision energy of 32 was used. Dynamic exclusion time of 20 s was applied. The peptide match algorithm

was set to ‘preferred’ and charge exclusion ‘unassigned’, charge states 1, 5–8 were excluded. MS2 data was

acquired in profile mode.

The raw output files of IsobarQuant (protein.txt – files) were processed using R. Only proteins quantified

with at least two unique peptides were considered for the analysis. 183 proteins passed the quality control

filters. Raw TMT intensities (signal_sum columns) were first cleaned for batch effects using limma80 and

further normalized using vsn (variance stabilization normalization.81 Different normalization coefficients

were estimated for DMSO and AEP conditions in order to maintain the abundance difference. Proteins

were tested for differential expression using the limma package. The replicate information was added as

a factor in the design matrix given as an argument to the ‘lmFit’ function of limma. A protein was annotated

as a hit with a false discovery rate (fdr) smaller 5% and a fold-change of at least 100% and as a candidate with

a fdr below 20% and a fold-change of at least 50%. All annotated protein identifiers were aligned with

known Hydra vulgaris proteins (Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST), NCBI). The hit proteins and candi-

date proteins were paired with the corresponding BLAST results (Table S1). An InterProScan analysis

(EMBL-EBI) was performed on all protein domains to annotate them with a list of ECM identifiers published

by Naba et al.82
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